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There is nothing typical about Hotel Zero Degrees 
Norwalk, offering sophisticated style with sleek 
contemporary furniture in shades of gray, and 
inviting spaces overlooking a rushing waterfall. 
From our ideal location to the picturesque rooftop  
terrace, we’ve designed a hotel for travelers 
who want something different. Our modern 
property is conveniently located on Main Avenue 
and is a home away from home for business 
and leisure travelers alike. Featuring award-
winning dining at Mediterraneo of Norwalk, our 
chic Celsius Lounge and the only hotel rooftop 
in the area, SKYTOP 353, guests have endless 
places to unwind. Providing comfort, style and 
convenience with a guest-centric attention to 
detail, Hotel Zero Degrees is the experience 
every savvy traveler deserves.
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The Hotel Zero Degrees brand combines modern design  
and exceptionally personalized service. Our boutique  
hotels nurture and inspire our guests, creating 
unforgettable experiences.

An alternative to colossal and impersonal, Hotel Zero 
Degrees goes against the expected by being refreshingly 
boutique and personal.

Everyone here, at every level, is committed to creating 
memorable and exceptional experiences. From the 
distinctive look and feel of each property, to the warm 
and welcoming breakfast buffet, to the unique spaces 
throughout, to the whatever-it-takes attitude of the Front  
Desk, Z Hospitality Group eateries, and Housekeeping.

Simply put, we are here entirely for you, the guest. Our 
signature Hotel Zero Degrees culture goes beyond a sense 
of service – it’s a source of pride.



As a guest of Norwalk’s favorite boutique hotel, you‘ll enjoy a 
wide variety of complimentary amenities, including:

• Warm breakfast buffet

• High-speed Wi-Fi

• Daily newspaper

• Starbucks coffee available 24/7

• State-of-the-art fitness center

• Self-parking

• Local shuttle service throughout the day

• SKYTOP 353 open-air rooftop lounge

• Award-winning, on-site restaurant and catering, 
Mediterraneo of Norwalk

• On-site Grab & Go market

• Unique public and event spaces

• Business Center

Same-day dry cleaning and laundry services are available for an 
additional fee. Information about our ADA-compliant rooms and 
long-term stay options are available upon request.
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Dining – Mediterraneo of Norwalk, a highlight of the Z Hospitality 
Group, serves as an ideal backdrop for the masterful talent of 
Chef Albert DeAngelis, who is a graduate of the Culinary Institute 
of America and worked in New York City and France before 
coming to Connecticut. Chef DeAngelis’ menu highlights fresh,  
succulent seafood as well as creative twists on Italian favorites. 
His cuisine is inspired by old-world flavors, expertly prepared 
using premium ingredients, and enjoyed in an environment 
infused with the colors of Tuscany and the Mediterranean. To 
add to the culinary experience, diners will relish the collapsing 
windows that open seasonally to scenic views of a streaming 
river and waterfall.

Events – From distinctive, intimate celebrations to corporate 
gatherings, hosting events are a specialty at Hotel Zero 
Degrees Norwalk. Our modern property features a divisible 
private event space, which accommodates 20-120 guests for  
a seated luncheon or dinner. Cocktails and hors d’oeuvres are 
hosted in our chic indoor Celsius Lounge or our wildly popular 
and sophisticated SKYTOP 353 rooftop open-air lounge. Our 
stunning restaurant, Mediterraneo of Norwalk, is also available  
for private event rental for up to 90 guests. Expect superb cuisine 
sure to impress attendees and have them talking about your 
special event for years to come.
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Corporate – Hotel Zero Degrees Norwalk is located at 353 
Main Avenue on the same thoroughfare as numerous global 
and local corporations. Nearby corporate parks in the Merritt 
7 complex, plus Glover Avenue, SoNo and Wilton attract 
travelers who call Hotel Zero Degrees their home away from 
home. Rest matters for productive days, and Hotel Zero 
Degrees provides value-oriented comfort with a guest-centric 
attention to detail – exactly what savvy business travelers 
deserve. Inquire about preferred corporate guest room rates 
with our sales team.

Social – Let us host your guests in comfort and style for 
your special event. Hotel Zero Degrees Norwalk specializes 
in coordinating group room blocks for weddings, Bar/Bat 
mitzvahs, reunions, showers, anniversaries, birthdays, or  
any occasion to bring loved ones together. Cater a welcome  
cocktail celebration at our distinctive SKYTOP 353 open-air 
lounge or dine together in our award-winning restaurant, 
Mediterraneo of Norwalk. Our chic property offers a unique 
environment to reconnect, revive, and enjoy the moment.
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Guest Rooms – At Hotel Zero Degrees in Norwalk, each room 
has been thoughtfully designed to accommodate how you live. 
You’ll find three zones for flexible living: the restful night, 
wind-down lounge, and productive work areas sync together as 
versatile space – so you can easily utilize the zones to suit your 
personal preferences. Hotel Zero Degrees Norwalk features 
four guest room types including the Classic Queen, Superior 
King, Deluxe Double and Deluxe King.

Studio King Suites – Tucked away and overlooking a calming 
waterfall, you’ll find our Studio King Suites, which offer 
maximum peace and privacy, as well as additional living space. 
Inhabiting the signature gray tones and sleek design style,  
the Studio Suites offer a king bed, a full-sized pullout couch, 
a separate sitting area and a customized workspace. With 42” 
hi-definition flat-screen TVs, in-room safes and ergonomic 
seating, guests enjoy maximum convenience and comfort. 
Bathrooms are oversized and include deep soaking tubs, an 
oversized shower and vanity, luxurious spa robes and toiletries.
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off the Merritt Parkway and just off I-95 exit 15 from the Route 
7 connector. The hotel is situated in the heart of Norwalk’s 
business district, near one of the area’s most dynamic office 
parks. From our Norwalk location at 353 Main Avenue, you 
have easy access to local attractions, museums, beaches, and 
nightlife. Nearby towns of Wilton, Westport, and New Canaan 
offer upscale shopping, local cuisines, and scenic views of 
coastal and sylvan Connecticut.

Hotel Zero Degrees is minutes away from the SoNo (South 
Norwalk) and Wall Street entertainment districts. Catch a 
movie, enjoy seafood on the water, mini-golf at the beach,  
or shop for art in a local gallery. 

Stamford 
909 Washington Blvd. 
Stamford, CT 06901 
tel: 203.363.7900 
reservationsstamford@
hotelzerodegrees.com

Norwalk 
353 Main Ave. 
Norwalk, CT 06850 
tel: 203.750.9800 
reservationsnorwalk@
hotelzerodegrees.com

Danbury 
15 Milestone Rd. 
Danbury, CT 06810 
tel: 203.730.9200 
reservationsdanbury@
hotelzerodegrees.com

www.hotelzerodegrees.com


